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Steering Committee  

April 22, 2015 

CRFPD Headquarters 

 

Steering Committee Attendees: Joe Enzer, Michael Kennedy, Carl Smith, Leslie Lamont, Mark Chain, 

Chuck Torinus, HP Hansen, Tom Flynn, Hank van Berlo, Laura Van Dyne, Jason Sewell, Michael Hassig, 

Ray Sauvey, and Joanne Teeple joined by phone. 

 

Others present:  Kat Bernat and Jake Spaulding 

 

Minutes: 

Lamont called the meeting to order at 6:05pm; minutes from 3/30/2015 Steering Committee meeting 

were approved.  Lamont stated that an email with tonight’s agenda was sent out and that copies of 

emails from Smith and van Berlo, agenda and previous minutes were available. She introduced staff 

member Jake Spaulding stating he was here to answer questions if any arise.   

 

Lamont then introduced the Almont Associates staff; Keith Chapman and Mike Tucker, who gave a brief 

description of their background and history in the fire service and work experience with small rural 

combination departments.  They stated they look at all aspects of the department and address any 

concerns that arise from meetings with the volunteers, staff and board and provide a vision of goals and 

objectives where Carbondale needs to go looking at economics, finance and all internal and external 

data.  The acronym SWOT was referenced; it is a systematic process that will merge all internal and 

external data.  SWOT stands for:  Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats.  Chapman stated 

that the challenge for departments is for the curtain to be pulled back and to hear the truth as it is 

found and that self-examination is a difficult process and will be uncomfortable also stating that the 

advantage of an outside perspective is there is no vested interest, just quality data.   

 

A question regarding trends that are typical for rural combination departments was asked with 

Chapman and Tucker responding that it is useful for departments to measure their performance and 

policies vs. “best practices”. The ultimate question is “how do you measure the job you are 

performing”? “How do customers know that Carbondale is doing a good job?” 

Keith briefly explained the Best Practice Standards: 

 There are 40,000 + districts, and 204 have been shown to meet these standards after review. 

 You must be “accredited” in order to say you are meeting the “best practices model” 

 The process is valuable, and you can improve your performance regardless of the rating – the 

rating is not the real end result. 

 There are 200 measurable standards; the process can show which you meet and where you are 

short. 

 Collaboration vs. self-assessment. 

 NFPA standards and state requirements are incorporated. 
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 It is a robust process.  Chapman took his department through the process in 2006 and again in 

2011. 

 

Carl elaborated for a moment on critical issues that Carbondale needs to analyze such as: wildland fire, 

EMS and the Urban Interface.  Chapman also noted that ISO criteria have changed recently and that 

there are 5 extra available points for education and stated that just because you have an ISO “1” doesn’t 

mean you have it figured out.  Discussion about urban setting and water provision followed: 

Q: What motivation does ISO have to lower ratings if they are paid by insurance companies?  

A:  ISO’s focus is to produce realistic data for insurance companies, they are a standalone market, and 

insurance companies have nothing to do with ISO standards or the data that is produced.  Information 

like whether a fire department can respond effectively is received from ISO. 

Chapman stated that no one should pile too many expectations on ISO ratings and tell people the lower 

the rating the lower the premiums because it doesn’t always work out that way and the ISO rating is a 

byproduct of doing the right thing in your organization and that generally commercial properties will see 

bigger savings than residential.   

Some comments and concerns expressed by the SC were: 

 Looking at the department in a different way regarding what the fire department has (money), 

the area it serves, equipment/staff we have 

 With the recent reduction in valuations and revenues, the District has been spending out of 

reserves in order to maintain service levels.  No money is being put back into the reserves-we 

need to tell the community this will continue if nothing changes. 

 What does it cost to run this outfit and what are the levels of service?  ISO is not a straight line 

connection, ISO changes may not make a difference to costs 

 Can you look at it in a different way?  We have X amount of money and knowing the territory 

this is what can you do? 

 The desired level of service and the desired level of funding don’t match, we need a budget that 

reflects:  this is where we’re at, this is what you want, this is what it’ll take 

 Can we define a good job?  What does it look like? We need the ability to tell the story and get 

our heads around this. 

 Some see the department using ISO process/analysis to justify certain actions or to determine 

the level of service. 

 

Final comments from Tucker and Chapman were: that the department is dealing with issues that all 

similar departments have to deal with.  No harm in looking at low hanging fruit and make a big deal if 

the rating is going to change.  It is a planning process and the issue is not meeting internal standards, but 

external expectations of service vs. capability and resources.  The Mater Plan can give you data – how 

you are performing and what the expectations are.  Staffing models- there is no “one size fits all”, there 

could be a redesign of the response matrix.  With grants being issued for GPS modeling to track 

everything from avalanches to flooding, etc., ISO ratings are meaning less and less.  The process to 

become accredited can be found on the CFAI website and normally takes 1.5 years.  Don’t chase the ISO 

ratings, once the process is done (master plan) the story telling needs to go on forever.   
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Discussion of van Berlo’s email regarding Paramedic level service and EMT Intermediate level of service 

followed.  His suggestion was that an EMT-I was parallel in skill level to Paramedics and that he believes 

that incentivizing EMT-I’s in the short term would keep them active and save money and in the long 

term they could be bridge over to paramedic level when funds allowed.  He requested the information 

as he thought the EMT-I was being invalidated and stated that only 28 ALS level calls required a 

paramedic.  Also, half of the Master Plan should focus on retention. 

Comments from the SC followed: 

 Great point, 70% or higher calls are EMS related 

 How to plan funding at least as much as fire 

 There needs to be more focus on EMS and funding, it is a big part of what the fire department 

does  (Tucker and Chapman responded by stating they would be looking at the response matrix 

and how many people are needed ) 

 Future staffing/service scenarios are needed for the possibility of the EMT-I certification no 

longer being accepted in Colorado, what will it mean for the budget/revenues/expenses (Tucker 

stated that it did not seem to be a likely scenario, that the state and national registry would 

work something out more than likely) 

 The department is touting a paramedic level service that should instead be an ALS level of 

service and define what ALS service is. 

 This plan needs to tease out the funding questions.  What does the future hold?  Who knows 

but we have to plan either way given planning horizon.  What does this mean on the yearly 

budget basis?  Are they significant or not?  We need scenarios in term of valuation and mil levy.   

 There is a perception that cross trained staff are not actually going on calls, doing reports, etc. 

 There is a question of transparency. (This was not clear and is a big topic so it was put in the 

Parking Lot for future meetings.) 

 Parking Lot:  it is important how one frames the question of level of service for emergencies 

when asking the public.  If asked do you want a paramedic at your door?  Of course someone 

will say yes. 

 Can you put numbers to the question of do you want a paramedic or EMT? 

 Paramedic is the only word anyone knows. 

 It should be fairly simple to put numbers on a menu to come up with a good idea 

  

Smith stated that he received an email from the CDPHE that stated the EMT-I level of certification would 

continue until approximately 2019, but the email was not exact.  He also stated there are 7 levels of 

certification recognized by Colorado they are:  First Responder, EMT, EMT Advanced, EMT-I, Paramedic, 

Community Paramedic and Critical Care Paramedic.   

 

Final comments from the SC were:  

 It is impossible to put a monetary value on level of service.  
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 It is not appropriate for the Steering committee to be discussing this topic as Almont Associates 

will be looking at the level of service and responders needed in their analysis and it is hoped 

they will look at everything from 0-100/nothing to everything.   

 Can the name of the fire district could be changed 

 More communication with the public is needed.   

 

Tucker stated that they have heard everything loud and clear and will get to work on it.  They will bring 

every possibility they can.   

 

Mark Chain discussed the property valuation background information and discussion followed.  Chain 

stated that if valuations do go up 27-28% it will be about 75% of what it was before the recession.  

Comments were: 

 A preliminary budget for 2016 is needed with project valuation increase factored in with money 

being put into the three funds not currently being funded- deferred maintenance, equipment 

maintenance and the reserve fund  (which is for cash flow, paying with local fires, loans, etc)  

 Budget for future years is also needed; a sustainable budget 

 Is Almont’s directive to give recommendations or options (response:  options) 

 

Lamont discussed the neighborhood meeting response and some comments that were made, overall 

good response from Redstone and Marble with some complaints regarding Pitkin County and questions 

regarding the new facility in Rifle for fighting efforts.  Marble community asked about sales tax options 

for increased funding.  Carbondale meetings have not had as good a turn out but good comments on 

level of service and questions regarding equipment needed, personnel to do the job and the need for 

marketing people for going to the public since EMS is a big ticket item and you’ll need up to date 

ambulances.  Lamont also stated that notes will be posted on the website, the website will be updated 

to show the times of the neighborhood meetings and stated that the neighborhood meetings are for 

citizens.  Chain asked for a volunteer to help with the community survey questions, there was some 

concern voiced about the quality of the questions and data that will be gathered, Chain stated RRC is a 

very reputable company. VanDyne volunteered.   

 

Meeting adjourned:  8:10pm   


